A novel approach for studying positron acceleration physics without an external positron source is developed. This scheme uses an e -beam to both create positrons in a target before the plasma and to excite the wake that accelerates these positrons. 2-D PIC simulations show that ultra-short e + bunches can be focused and accelerated.
INTRODUCTION
High-gradient acceleration of positrons and electrons are both equally important to a plasma based e + /e -linear collider. Compared to electron acceleration, positron acceleration has been less studied due to lack of available relativistic e + beams. In this paper we present simulation results that show that positrons generated by an ultrarelativistic electron beam in a high-Z target can be trapped in, and accelerated by the wake driven by the e -beam in a subsequent plasma. The trapping occurs in a phase of the plasma wake that is both accelerating and focusing for the positrons.
In simulations a 28GeV e -beam, containing 1.8*10 10 particles, is collided with a high-Z material target to generate e -and e + pairs. The initial positron distribution emerging from the 500Pm Ta conversion target is generated using the Monte-Carlo code EGS, and is shown in Figure 1 . The current profile of the e + beam roughly follows that of the incident e -beam, except that the number of produced e + is only 5% of the number of e -beam. The initial energy distribution of the e + beam is Maxwelllike with a 100% energy spread. The e -beam phase space is not affected much by the collisions with the target. We therefore neglect the effect of the target on the incident beam. We use a zero emittance e -beam while the emittance of the e + beam is calculated from the angle distribution plots.
The e -beam is used to ionize a Li vapor and drive a large amplitude plasma wave. The plasma electrons are expelled from the beam volume and return one-half plasma period later. The returning plasma electrons form a density concentration on axis behind the e -beam, leading to a large accelerating field for e -and e + particles in the back of the beam. The positrons located at the right phase are able to be trapped and injected into the plasma wave and thereafter to be accelerated. 
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Figure 2(a) shows the longitudinal wakefield E 1 generated by the e -beam. A positive field is accelerating for e + and decelerating for e -. The peak positive accelerating field (for e + ) is §50 GV/m, considerably higher than that generated by an e + beam with parameters similar to those of the e -beam. The region where the positrons are accelerated is very narrow and only a small portion of positrons generated by the e -beam can experience the accelerating and focusing field (near z=12.5Pm in Figure 2 (a) and Figure 2(c) ). Figure 2(c) and 2(d) show that unlike in the electron blowout regime [1, 2] , the focusing force acting on the trapped e + bunch is neither constant along z, nor linear with r. This can lead to emittance growth of e + bunch. The main body of the e + beam is expelled by the plasma ion column and cannot come back on axis and is lost. Figure 2(b) shows that the accelerating field depends on the radial position r. The positrons near the axis gain more energy than those faraway. The resulting continuous energy distribution for the two e + bunches is shown in Figure 3 (b) . Figure 3 (a) shows that positrons are trapped and form two short bunches that are accelerated and focused. The length of the first e + bunch is §2.4 Pm(rms), comparable to that of e -bunch formed by trapping of plasma electrons observed in the E167 experiment [3] . The first e + bunch contains 1.78*10 7 positrons, 10 times more than the second e + bunch. The maximum energy gain for first bunch is §1.75 GeV over §4.56 cm of plasma.
CONCLUSION
A new scheme for accelerating positrons in an e -beam driven plasma wake is investigated numerically. Preliminary simulation results show that two bunches of positrons are injected, focused, and accelerated to §1.75 GeV over §4.56 cm of plasma.
The overlap of the focusing and accelerating phase of the plasma nonlinear wake for positrons is very small, and this limits the number of positrons that are trapped. On the other hand, it produces much shorter e + bunches. These may be of interest for light sources. The approach analyzed here provides a convenient means of studying physics issues for a possible e + plasma accelerator driven by an e -beam. The ultimate realization of this scheme would likely entail an injected short e + witness beam rather than the self-trapped case described here.
